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Abstract

Mathematical physics equations were mainly engaged in boundary value prob-

lem, Cauchy problem and mixed problem equations for elliptic hyperbolic type

equations. Among them the Cauchy problem stated for elliptic equation and a

boundary value problem stated for hyperbolic type equations are ill-posed. In any

domain, a boundary value problem for elliptic type equation is investigated by

means of the potential theory (under local boundary conditions).We have inves-

tigated the problems under boundary conditions containing non-local and global

(integrals) terms for mixed composite, mixed-composite type, Bitsadze Sobolev

equations and Steklov’s problem.

Introduction. The potential theory [3], [4] is one of the perfect methods not

only for mathematical physics equations [1], [2], but also for a boundary value prob-

lem of partial equations. Here, the main fact is the jump formulae obtained for

potentials. They reduce the given boundary value problem to an integral equation.

It should be noted that the problems under consideration are within the local

boundary conditions.

The facts that reduce the boundary value problem to an integral equation (second

kind) are the jump formulae of simple layer potential with respect to the normal

and of a two-fold layer potential itself. While investigating the oblique derivative

problem we see that if the direction of this derivative is tangential at the boundary,

the coefficient of the jump becomes zero, i.e. the obtained integral equation is first

kind (Fredholm), and this is not appropriate [5], [6].

But in the problems that we consider we remove not only the misunderstandings

arising in passing from boundary value problems stated for ordinary differential

equations to a boundary value problem for partial equations, but also consider a

boundary value problem for an arbitrary order equation.

Here we consider a problem for an odd order partial equation under non-local

boundary condition. The characteristics of the equation of this problem are mul-

tiple. The investigation method is the scheme given in [7]-[12] based in necessary

conditions. The expressions obtained after regularization of these conditions, to-

gether with the boundary conditions determine a sufficient condition for Fredholm

property of the stated problem.

We notice once more that the solution of the problem is sought in the form given

by the second Green formula. Since this expression consists of the sum of some

potentials, in the considered cases there always exists a jump. The coefficient of this




